Pop Quiz
The ERA; Equal Rights Amendment that was proposed in the 1970’s was passed into law.

This law states that men and women have equal rights.
It passed through both the House & the Senate in the 70’s but was not ratified by the required number of states in the required length of time. It was never signed into law by the President of the US.

FALSE!
Who is this famous face of history?
Susan B. Anthony

Her powerful voice for American Women’s right to Vote is still celebrated.
The public battle didn’t actually start until around the turn of the century.
Voting rights was only a first step.

Political cartoons of the time fueled the fire of opposition by instilling fear by challenging “traditional gender roles”.

Voting rights was only a first step.
Rosie the Riveter made it "temporarily acceptable" for women to enter the workplace, out of necessity during war time.
After WWII, when men returned home "traditional gender roles" were supposed to return in America. When they didn’t, it eventually sparked the challenges of the late 60’s and 70’s.